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Night of the Living Trivia 2001 Final Standings
Rank
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st
32nd
33rd
34th
35th
36th
37th
38th
39th
40th

Team Name
Animal House
Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women
Loose Meat Sandwiches
Voodoo Dolls
Cowboy Dales A Rootin & A Tootin
Non Essential Gov't Workers
Society for Creative Anarchism
Sigma Phi Nothing
Steffan's Dream 2: The Second Coming
E.T.-Children of the Colon
A Few Screws Loose
Hot Cheese
College DJ's Suck
Rich Corinthian Leather
Some Assembly Required
Panties Waaay To Tight
Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies
Pull-Start Diesel
WWSD: What Would Scooby Doo?
Alfred Packer's Posse Rides Again
Super Heroes In Training
CAG: Smell My Intellect
Horny Rhinos
Kharma Cocktail Chameleon
Nuyorican Poets Soiree'
Intimate Tupperware Party
Digital Dungeon Dwellers
Francis Says
Ken's BBQ Beef
Cuban Reefer Pirates
Symbiotic Lunacy
Penguin 'n Frog On The Rampage
Trouble Among the Cheerleaders
Capt. Pink & the 47 Club
Danger Kitty's Last Ditch Effort
Hugh Beaumont
Super Intelligent Shade of Blu
The Sound Of Monkeys
Traveling by Midget
House of Insanity

Points
13115
13030
12670
12350
12065
11945
11800
11775
11165
10960
10950
10820
10660
10520
10495
10345
10335
10320
10175
9635
9575
9455
9415
9355
9355
9305
9250
9185
9025
8945
8905
8870
8640
8615
8460
8455
8250
8245
8100
8055

· Night of the Living Trivia 2001 Final Standings continued
41 st
42nd
43rd
44th
45th
46th
47th
48th
49th
50th
51 st
52nd
53rd
54th
55th
56th
57th
58th
59th
60th
61 st
62nd
63rd
64th
65th
66th
67th
68th
69th

Sonic Death Monkey
Redneck Zombie Mofos
The Damn Yams

.....---..-.-..-..----..

Slower Than Cheese
Battle Wearied Bush Wackers
More Useless Student In College
Big Dwarf Rodeo
Pigs R' Us
The Psychadelic Rabbits
Sucky Sucky Boom Boom
20 Class A Cigarettes
phreaks & geeks like us
24 Buttchecks pointed at You!
Gots Books, Caint Reed'um
Here's A Fish, You're Stupid
Upward Thrust
DA Fillet Show
Win A Shower With Jesus
Proof Not For Reproduction
How, Then, What, Now?
Nebuchadnezzar
The Florida Recount Team
The Pink Anderson Trio
Who's Jebus?
T.S.U.N.A.M.I.
Warning! We Are Not A Threat
Bunt Lake Diamond Doorknobs
Methadone Addicts

8045
7940
7850
7445
6890
6890
6870
6605
6420
6410
6375
6375
6280
6125
6020
5945
5520
5310
5285
4730
4515
4060
3920
3890
3555
3520
2600
2270
350
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2001

Night of the Living Trivia

Wlll■r
Animal House

2000

T2KAOS
Trivia 2000

Learned Pigs and
Fireproof Women

1999

Trivia Renaissance

Learned Pigs and
Fireproof Women

50

D I III

#IIT11•
69

58

1998

Trivia Sells Out

Those Meddlin' Kids

57

1997

TheT-Files

Animal House

48

1996

Trivia Fair

GDI

41

1995

Dial T for Trivia

GDI

41

1994

Hotel Trivia

11 Who Care
2 Bonzai 4 Passolt

34

1993

Trivia Trek

Sigma Phi Nothing

34

1992

Magical Trivia Tour

GDI

30

1991

Triviaville

GDI

32

1990

Trivia Attack

GDI

28

1989

Trivia Blizzard

Animal House

25

1988

Mission: Trivia

Ultra Voilet Catastrophe

25

1987

Trivia Getaway

Know Nothings

20

1986

Trivia Zone

Animal House

21

1985

In Pursuit of Trivia

Gang of Four

?

1984

Trivia Olympics

Phil + the Blanks

?

1983

E.T. Trivia
(Extraterrestrial Trivia)

Squaw Chasers

42

1982

Trivia Weekend

Phil + the Blanks

33

1981

"Trivia Contest"

Shoemaker Victory

26

1980

"Trivia Contest"

Holes Hall Playboys

50

Hourl
IO pts

(5:00 p.m.)

(Audio File - Presidents Question) For the first question of the two thousand and one trivia
competition we would like to know the first and last name of the author that dedicated the new
James Miller Library at Saint Cloud State University? Ironically he is also quoted as saying "You
don't have to burn books to destroy a culture. Just get people to stop reading them"
Ray Bradbury

20 pts

According to the "Language of Flowers" dictionary, what does a yellow rose stand for?
Friendship

60 pts

From what Christmas movie do we find out Santa's real name is Seth Applegate?
"Ernest Saves Christmas"

·35 pts

Please give us the name of the president who signed the bill that restored Jefferson Davis United
States citizenship.
Jimmy Carter

20 pts

Please give us the common name for FeS2, also known as pyrite.
Fools gold

80 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the first Major League Baseball player to be cast and
appear in a television drama.
Sal Maglie

15 pts

(Littlest Little Leaguer, 1957)

Please give us the first and last name of the lead singer of Creed who was also awarded the first
Fatherhood Hall of Fame statue by the advocacy group Women for Fatherhood.
Scott Stapp

45 pts

In the movie "Chasing Amy," the .fictional comic book characters "Bluntman and Chronic" were
featured on the cover of what real-life magazine?
Wizard

10 pts

The alcohol found in wine, beer and now gasoline is known as grain alcohol or commonly known
as what?
Ethanol

Hour2 (6:00 p.m.)
10 pts

Please finish the following cliche (clish ay): "Breathe a sigh of _ _ _ __
Relief

15 pts

If you caught a quahog on the seashore, what kind of creature would you have?

Clam
55 pts

(Visual Trivia #1 ) Please give us the answer to this cryptogram question
George Romero or Tom Savini
(On air: after question is closed, let the teams know the cryptogram reads "please give us the first
and last name of the director of the movie we took our 2001 theme from")

35 pts

Brian Adams song "The Heat Of The Night" was the first to be released in the United States under
what newly coined audio format?
Cassingle

25 pts

(will accept cassette single)

In Jewish folklore, what does a dybbuk possess?
Living person

80 pts

Hong Kong Phooey, the dog from the cartoon series of the same name, carried a book with him
when in costume. Please give us the title of the book and the inscription on the front cover.
"Hong Kong Book of Kung Fu"
"Property of Hong Kong Phooey"

20 pis

When Michael Hart began Project Gutenberg in 1971 , what was the name of the first document he
typed in to the mainframe computer?
Declaration of Independence

30 pis

What is the name of the process by which solid material changes to gas without passing through a
liquid stage?
sublimation

10 pis

What is the most popular color choice when purchasing new toothbrushes?
Blue

Hout3 (7:00 p.m.)
10 pts

This word is defined as being a small piece of paper or cardboard produced in punching paper tape
or data cards and was a very popular word during the recent election mess in Florida. Incidentally
it is also the first name of one of our question writers - What is the word?
Chad

15 pts

What's another name for a film crew's chief electrician?
Gaffer

60 pts

Please give us the name of the sorority the Stewart sisters belong to in the movie "Wild America".
Gamma Tau Delta

35 pts

What's a 14-letter word for a crossword puzzle maniac?
Cruciverbalist

20 pts

This First Lady was graciously given the CB handle "First Mama". Who are we referring to?
First and last name, please.
Betty Ford

80 pts

If Spongebob Squarepants were to become a Superhero, what two 1980' s comic book

Supervillians could he render powerless with his uncanny ability to absorb the water they can
control? Hint: one's a Marvel character and one's a DC character.
New Wave
Water Wizard
20 pts

In the movie "The Seven Year Itch," Marilyn Monroe came out of a movie theater telling Tom
Ewell she felt sorry for what movie monster?
"Creature From the Black Lagoon"

35 pts

What is the team name given to St. Cloud Technical College's sports teams?
Cyclones

IO pts

What online service auctioned off the infamous Honus Wagner baseball card in the Summer of

2000?
Ebay

Hour 4 (8:00 p.m.)
10 pts

What potassium-rich fruit was introduced to the United States via Boston Harbor back in the
1870's?
Bananas

30 pts

Please give us the three teams involved in the only three sided Major League Baseball game ever
played. Only the team name is acceptable.
Dodgers
Giants
Yankees

55 pts

(all from New York State, I 944)

What company boasts of selling 15,629,162 (fifteen million six hundred twenty nine thousand one
hundred sixty two) cups of coffee in 1941?
White Castle

30 pts

(Visual Trivia # 3) In the Carnival of the animals finale of this movies, flamingos appeared
playing with a toy, we would like to know what kind of toy it was.
yo yo(s)

20 pts

What is the name of the magazine that the starring cast writes for in the television show "Just
Shoot Me"?
Blush

90 pts

Gift boxes were hand-delivered on August 11, I 968 to the Honourable Elizabeth Angela
Marguerite Bowes-Lyon, Elizabeth Alexandra May, Margaret Rose, and James Harold Wilson.
Each box contained the same four items. Please give us the title from each item.
"Hey Jude"
"Those Were The Days"
"Sour Milk Sea"
"Thingummybob"
(the first four singles released on the Beatles' Apple label)

15 pts

At KVSC's 2000 Trivia awards ceremony, what was the reply given to THE question posed or
better yet "proposed" ... by Paul Habstritt to Aleesha Zins?

YES
35 pts

In Louisiana, biting someone with your natural teeth is considered a simple assault. Biting
someone with your false teeth is considered what?
aggravated assault

IO pts

The number "99" was recently retired throughout what professional sport?
Hockey (duh)

Hour 5 (9:00 p.m.) Absolute Almanac Hour!
We, the trivia staff here at KVSC feel for all those teams without an internet connection. So we have come up with
a whole hour of questions that can be answered entirely from almanacs!! In the spirit of the game, we encourage all
you other teams to give those computers a rest and play along the old fashioned way - the paper cut way - the book
way. And by the way, back by popular demand is math runaround this hour. Get your tape recorders ready!!!
10 pts

By definition this is a warm wind blowing down the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains.
It is also a type of Salmon. What is it?
·
Chinook

20 pts

Please give us the name of the commonly abused drug whose brand names include Valium,
Librium, and Darvon.
Tranquilizer (s)

175 pts Math Runaround - see page two (on air: please leave open till the end of the hour)
T.O.
Eight Hole Cherry Red 1460
(all teams received points)
30 pts

Please give us the six most abundant elements found in a typical human body.
Calcium
Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Phosphorus

25 pts

This state is ranked 22nd in the United States in total area. Please give us this state's nickname.
"Sunshine State"

70 pts

Dig out your old almanacs for this one: Do to the recent national popularity of banning smoking in
public places, please give us the acronym of the group, formed in 1971 , against smokers (no one
in particular) polluting the world.
GASP or G.A.S.P.

15 pts

(Group Against Smokers Polluting)

Please give us the name of the encyclopedia whose caption reads "The complete and
comprehensive A to Z guide to extraterrestrial phenomena."
UFO (encyclopedia)

25 pts

Back in 1980, what was the only freshwater fish listed in the world record books taken from a
Minnesota lake?
Carp

IO pis

When the Yardbirds fell apart in the summer of 1968, Jimmy Page reformed the group and scored
many hits over the next several years. What band are we referring to?
Led Zeppelin

QUESTION SHEET
175 pts Math Runaround (on air: leave open till the end of the hour) (DJs please speak slowly)
DJ's please read: Get your tape recorders ready, this is a very long question

T.O.
I. Take the year Kings County, Queens County and Richmond County were consolidated with
New York County and the Bronx County to form the five boroughs in present-day New York City.
2. Subtract from that the cost, in cents, to mail a one ounce letter in September of 1958.
3. Subtract from that the maximum score possible on the ACT test.
4. Subtract from that he number of years that started on a Monday since 1776.
5. Divide that by the number of millimeters in 63/64ths of an inch.
6. Add to that the number of moves made in the final match between Bobby Fischer and Boris
Spassky during the I 972 World Chess Championship.
7. Subtract from that the number in line the Secretary of Health and Human Services is to succeed
a presidential vacancy as long as all other constitutional requirements are met.
8. Add to that the number, in feet, of the highest point in Minnesota.
9.

Subtract 2

10. Divide that by the number of horizontal lines in a standard music staff.
11 . Subtract from that the maximum number of golf clubs allowed per person during a regulation
round ( 18 holes) of golf.
12. Subtract from that the number of electoral votes Bill Clinton acquired during the 1996
presidential election.
13. Multiply that by the number of land locked countries in South America.
should have stated interlocked, semantics, semantics :)
I 4. Add to that the number of pockets on a regular pool table.
15. Add to that the number ofraised dots representing the lowercase letter "a" in the Braille
alphabet.
16. Subtract from that the section number of the Copyright Act of 1976 that legally authorized
operators to play jukeboxes in their establishments.
17. Multiply that by the number of games the Tennessee Lady Vols lost during the I 996-97
Division I basketball season.
18. Divide that by the number of stars on the Venezuelan flag.
The birthdate of this product is given by the answer to the math problem. It also happens to be
part of the name. Please give us the full name of this product.

ANSWER SHEET
Take the year Kings County, Queens County and Richmond County were consolidated with New
York County and the Bronx County to form the five boroughs in present-day New York City.
1898
Subtract from that the cost, in cents, to mail a one ounce letter in September of 1958.
4
(1898-4=1894)
Subtract from that the maximum score possible on the ACT test.
36
(1894-36=1858)
Subtract from that he number of years that started on a Monday since 1776.
33
(1858-33=1825)
Divide that by the number of millimeters in 63/64ths of an inch.
25
(1825/25=73)
Add to that the number of moves made in the final match between Bobby Fischer and Boris
Spassky during the 1972 World Chess Championship.
40
(73-+40=113)
Subtract from that the number in line the Secretary of Health and Human Services is to succeed a
presidential vacancy as long as all other constitutional requirements are met.
12
(113-12=101)
Add to that the number, in feet, of the highest point in Minnesota.
2301
(101+2301=2402)
Subtract 2
2
(2402-2=2400)
Divide that by the number of horizontal lines in a standard music staff.
5
(2400/5=480)
Subtract from that the maximum number of golf clubs allowed per person during a regulation
round (18 holes) of golf.
14
(480-14=466)
Subtract from that the number of electoral votes Bill Clinton acquired during the 1996 presidential
election.
379
(466-379=87)
Multiply that by the number of landlocked countries in South America.
13
(87*13=1131)
Add to that the number of pockets on a regular pool table.
6
(1131+6=1137)
Add to that the number of raised dots representing the lowercase letter "a" in the Braille alphabet.
I
(I 137+1=1138)
Subtract from that the section number of the Copyright Act of 1976 that legally authorized
operators to play jukeboxes in their establishments.
116
(1138-116=1022)
Multiply that by the number of games the Tennessee Lady Vols lost during the 1996-97 Division I
basketball season.
10
(]022*10=10220)
Divide that by the number of stars on the Venezuelan flag.
7
(10220n=I460)
The answer to the math problem is 1460.
The answer to the question is Eight Hole Cherry Red 1460 (Dr. Martens first boot)

Hour 6 (10:00 p.m.)
10 pts

What country's flag is solid green and nothing else?
Libya

15 pts

What vegetable did Mark Twain describe as "cabbage with an education"?
cauliflower

80 pts

Even though Justin Randall Timberlake (from N'Sync) and Britney Spears are today's bubble gum
sensations, they weren't always on top of the world. They each tried their hand on television's
"Star Search" and lost. Please give us the first and last name of the individual who beat Britney
and the first and last name of the individual who defeated Justin.
Marty Thomas
Anna Nardona

35 pts

(beat Britney in 1992)
(beat Justin in 1993)

According to Alcatel, a leader in communications technology, what does the acronym
"U.M.T.S.R.A.N." stand for?
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System Radio Access Network

15 pis

What river runs through Paris, France?
Seine

80 pts

Whose "Greatest Hits" album featured approximately 30 minutes of silence ( 15 minutes on each
side) followed by a round of applause? First and last name please.
Marcel Marceau

20 pts

In clothing circles, what does the acronym "FUBU" stand for?
"For Us By Us"

35 pts

Please give us the first name of the television character whose favorite record to dance to was the
"Greatest Hits" album mentioned previously this hour.
Mork

IO Pts

What day of the week is the Sabbath for Muslims?
Friday

Hour 7 (11:00 p.m.)
10 pts

What is the name of Dr. Seuss's egg hatching elephant?
Honon

20 pts

Please give us the name of the person whose first music video is titled "Abba Pater."
Pope (John Paul II)

60 pts

Other than music, what common interest does Japanese star Cornelius, Sean "Puff Daddy" Combs,
Wu-Tang Clan and Sonic Youth's Kim Gordon share?
clothing

35 pts

(they ali own their own clothing lines)

This .animal was once native to South America but has migrated as far nonh as Oklahoma and
even Kansas. It typically bears young four at a time and was even featured in the Clash video
"Rock The Casbah." What animal are we referring to?
Armadillo

15 pts

Please give us the three most common sedimentary rocks.
Limestone
Sandstone
Shale

I 00 pts What was the most popular optional accessory ordered for the 1964 John Deere 110 lawn and
garden tractor?

Mowing deck or rotary deck

15 pts

(all parts were optional)

Which domed stadium was the first (and probably the only one) to have a game called on account
of rain?
Astrodome

30 pts

Which Dostoevsky novel attempts to ponray a saintly man?
"The Idiot"

IO pts

What are the names of Darth Vaders twin children in the Star Wars Series? We are looking for
first names only.
Luke
Leia

Hour 8 (12:00 p.m.)
l Opts

What was the first name of the famous Freud?
Sigmund

20 pts

What is the only criminal offense mentioned in the United States constitution?
Treason

70 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the youngest pupil ever admitted to the Julliard School Of
Music.
Marvin Hamlish

30 pts

In Rice, Minnesota in I 995, Virgil Nelson and Mitch Fiedler tied 90-90 in the November election
for a city council seat. They settled the race by drawing cards. Fiedler ended up winning the draw,
but not on the first try. Please give us the number of times the two men drew cards to decide the
election and the card Fiedler drew to win the election. You do not need to give the suit.

Three
Eight

15 pts

(times drawn)
(first cards drawn were S's, then aces, & on last draw Nelson
drew a seven)

According to the 1993 movie "Rudy", who was the last Notre Dame football player to be carried
off the field by his teammates? First name is sufficient.
Dan or Daniel

85 pts

In J.K. Rowling' s book "Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban", what kind of broom does
Madam Hooch. say she learned to fly on?
Silver Arrow

15 pts

The hymn, "Lift Ev ' ry Voice and Sing," by James Weldon Johnson, was meant to celebrate whose
birthday?
Abraham Lincoln

25 pts

What do the initials "MG" stand for in the MG car?
Morris Garage or Morris Garages

IO pts

What is the name of the main dino character in the "Land Before Time" series?
Little Foot

Hour 9 (1:00 a.m.)
JO pts

What flower is the symbol ofHerberger's Department stores?
(red) rose

15 pts

What is the Minnesota State Mushroom?
Morel

60 pts

Who was the first woman to be President of the national NAACP? First and last name.
Margaret Wilson

45 pts

(1975)

At the Fourteen Hour Technicolour Dream fund-raiser in London in 1967, Tomorrow performed a
song which at the time they called "My White Bicycle". Singer Keith West stated that the song
was written specifically about whom?
Provos
(a sect of anarchist hippies in Holland who shared communal bicycles)

25 pts

Please give us the name of the first MTV friendly album the Replacements put out?
"Don't Tell a Soul" (1989)

75 pts

(Audisk #343) Please give us the names of these five game shows in no particular order.

10,000 Dollar pyramid (will accept $25000 or 100,000 dollar pyramid)
Card Sharks
Dating Game
Jeopardy
Press Your Luck
20 pts

What sort of beast is central to the 1974 film "The Beast Must Die"?
wolf or werewolf

35 pts

In what film does Tor Johnson play Bela Lugosi' s laboratory assistant?

Bride of the Monster
(Tor has no dialoge - as in many of his appearances)
10 pts

What is philematology?
(the) science of kissing

Hour 10 (2:00 a.m.)
10 pts

What position did former president George Bush play on the Yale University baseball team?
First base

20 pts

What football star was the "other" head in the 1972 Ray Milland film "The Thing With Two
Heads?" First and last name please.
Roosevelt Grier or Rosie Grier

75 pts

Please give us the names that appear on the street and road signs in the book "Animalia" by
Graeme Base. We are looking for the three that are legible, excluding the route sign.
King (Street)
Rembrandt (Road)
Rubens (Road)

35 pts

Please give us the name of the poem Julian Grenfell dedicated to a canine.
"To A Black Greyhound"

15 pts

In mammals, what connects voluntary muscles to bones?
Tendons

70 pts

During a Playboy magazine interview, movie star Bette Davis revealed she could be seen naked in
Boston by anyone so inclined, referring to a statue now housed in South Carolina she posed for
when she was sixteen. Please give us the name of this bronze statue.
"The Young Diana"

20 pts

According to the Department of Transportation's international classification system, a class five
placard indicates what two things?
Organic ·peroxides
Oxidizers

30 pts

Please give us the four types of organic nutrients.
Carbohydrates
Fats
Proteins
Vitamins

10 pts

(Visual Trivia# 7) Please give us the well known first and last name of the person who appears
in this photograph.
Eddie Murphy

Hour 11 (3:00 a.m.)
IO pts

Please give us the name of the horror film that starts with a city couple stopping in a remote rural
town and find the inhabitants are com field friendly children? Hint: it is not a sequel.
"Children of the Com"

20 pts

The "Saturday Night Fever" soundtrack launched four number one hits on the pop charts. Please
give us the number of Academy Award nominations the soundtrack received.
zero

65 pts

(Audisk File #166) What movie was this contest appropriate blurb taken from?
"Sneakers"

50 pts

The 1980 movie "Popeye" borrowed a large special effects tank used previously in what other two
movies?
·
"Orea"
"The Bedford Incident"

15 pts

What relation is Genghis Khan to Kublai Khan?
Grandfather

100 pts When unknowingly purchased in 1978, what title was listed on the 1922 Disney short film "Little
Red Riding Hood?"
"Granny Steps Out"
20 pts

Please give us the island country who was first to keep their zoo open at night.
Singapore

35 pts

In his first season as a Montreal Expo in the early 1970's, this baseball player was hit by pitches
an unbelievable 50 times when up to bat. Please give us his·first and last name.
Ron Hunt

10 pts

What classic gothic novel of 1818 was subtitled "The Modern Prometheus?"
"Frankenstein" (by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley)

Hour 12 (4:00 a.m.)
10 pts

What is a pulicologist's area of expertise?
fleas

15 pts

What unusual piece of currency is mentioned in the title of Limp Bizkit's 1997 debut album?
Three dollar bill

65 pts

On Fox's television show "Malcolm in the Middle" , what is the name of the song Hal considers his
and Lois's song?
"Tears of a Clown"

35 pts

On the TV series "James at 15," James lost his virginity to a foreign exchange student visiting his
high school from what country?
Sweden

20 pts

What type of fish is caught by the old man in Ernest Hemingway's "The Old Man and the Sea?"
Marlin

120 pts What is the name of the movie advertised on the poster outside the theater where the teenagers
gather in the 1958 film "The Blob"?
"The Vampire and The Robot"
20 pts

Who was the first woman to reach the North Pole on foot?
Ann Bancroft (from Minnesota)

25 pts

Who did Edo de Waart succeed as the Minnesota Orchestra' s eighth director?
Neville Marriner

10 pts

(Visual Trivia# 9) Please tell us what kind of animals live in this fictitious town?
mice

Hour 13 (5:00 a.m.)
10 pts

Please give us the character names of the two parent dalmations in the Walt Disney movie "IOI
Dalmations?"

Pongo
Perdita
20 pts

At what college is the annual Swayed Pines Folk Festival held?
St. John's University (Minnesota)

60 pts

Elvis Presley made his national television debut January 28'', 1956. What were the three songs he
sang on air during that performance?
"I Got A Woman"
"Shake, Rattle And Roll"
"Flip, Flop and Fly"

40 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the first scientist credited with treating diabetes with
hormone insulin.
Frederick Banting

20 pis

In what play by Lorraine Hansberry does the Youger family inherit $10,000 (ten thousand dollars)
from an insurance policy?
"A Raisin In The Sun"

100 pts (Audisk #168) Please give us the first and last name of the person speaking and the television
show he made this joke on.
Rick Springfield
"The Sonny and Cher Comedy Hour"
20 pts

With your answer given in minutes, how long is a "dog watch" to a sailor?
120

35 pts

Please give us the full name of the writer responsible for one of the first instances of non-violent
demonstration in the United States back in 1876.
Henry David Thoreau

10 pts

From the movie "Witchboard", what is the witchboard?
Ouija board

(wee-ja board)

Hour 14 (6:00 a.m.)
10 pts

Please give us the name of the PBS children's television show that is hosted by a man who "would
like to be your neighbor"?
"Mr. Rogers Neighborhood"

20 pts

What is the name of the camp featured in the horror film "Friday The Thirteenth?"
(camp) Crystal Lake

60 pts

On a cold Sunday in February in the year 2000, an Oscar Wilde play was being performed at the
AAAA Theatre in Alexandria. One day after the Alexandria performance marked the anniversary
of the opening of this play in London one hundred and five years earlier. What theatre was this
play first performed?
St. James (Theatre)
(The play was the Importance of Being Earnest)

35 pts

(Visual Trivia # 7 ) In 1995, what Saturday Night Live cast member held up a picture of this
gentleman on air and said "Look kids, a Falling Star!"? First and last name please.
David Spade

25 pts

Which fruit has the varieties Sunhaven and Desert Gold?
Peach

90 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person who introduced Eddie Rabbitt to the guitar
back in the l 950's when he was his Scoutmaster, thus starting him on his path towards a successful
career in music.
Tony Schwickrath

20 pts

In the 1972 NBC pilot "Poor Devil", Sammy Davis, Jr. was a denizen of hell out to steal
somebody ' s souL We want the first and last name of the person that played Satan in this movie.
Christopher Lee

25 pts

Please give us the birthplace of author and illustrator Wanda Gag. We are looking for the city and
the state.
New Ulm, Minnesota

IO pts

Please give us the first name of the lead singer of the band that was formally know as Tina and the
B side movement.
Tina

Hour 15 (7:00 a.m.)
IO pts

In a biblical sense, who is the lord of the flies?
Devil or Satan

25 pts

By what name was Thailand known prior to 1949?
Siam

50 pts

He was the first black man to attend the University of North Carolina Law School and in the early
I970's he was awarded 14 million dollars in bonds to build his prototype town in North Carolina.
Please give us his first and last name of the name of that town.
Floyd McKissick
Soul City

25 pts

Please give us the names of the four calls a Loon makes.
Hoot
Tremolo
Wail
Yodel

20 pis

What two parts make up the central nervous system?
Brain
Spinal cord

75pts

(Audisk #327) These clips all came from our collection of movies we feel fit the horror genre
well. Please give us, in the order played, the names of these movies. There are no sequels here.

"Jaws"
"Exorcist"
."Halloween"
"Terminator"
"Deliverance"

15 pis

Please give us the first and last name of the political folk singer that got a lot of heat for going
electric.
Bob Dylan

35 pts

There are only 2 films in which Bela Lugosi plays Dracula. The first is, of course, Dracula. We
would like the name of the other.
"Abbott and Costello meet Frankenstein"

10 pts

Please give us the name of the Stephen King movie that this ad line was taken from: "more terror,
less filling"

"Thinner"

Hour 16 (8:00 a.m.)
IO pts

According to Bridal Shower Guidelines, what is the proper theme for a bridal shower thrown in
February?
Valentine

20 pis

What is the most common neurotic behavior disorder?
Anxiety

65 pis

What musical genius won a Cleo award in the I 960's for his scoring of a Luden's cough drop
commercial? First and last name please.
Frank Zappa

40pts

Within a span of eighteen months, Rufus Thomas had four hit singles about his canine dance.
Please give us the titles of those four songs.
"Can Your Monkey Do The Dog"
"Somebody Stole My Dog"
"The Dog"
"Walking The Dog"

25 pis

Please give us the name of the state who produces the largest supply of marbles sold in the United
States.
West Virginia

I 00 pis From the book "The Egypt Game" by Zilpha Keatley Snyder, give us the first and last names of
the professor and his wife.
Anne Huddleston
Julian Huddleston
20 pis

What is the highest rank in the United States Navy?
Admiral (of the Fleet)

25 pis

What is the name in which most of the world calls the capitol Khrung Thep?
Bangkok

10 pts

What is the largest bone in the human body?
femur

Hour 17 (9:00 a.m.)
10 pts

What is the only animal, besides man, that has been trained to stand on its head?
elephant

15 pts

What was the make of the first automobiles manufactured by Henry Ford?
ModelT

60 pts

The characters Ralph G. Fake, The Topsy Turvy Man, Hy Torque, and Frizone (pronounced free
zone) have all advertised for what company?
Hostess

40 pts

(those goofy fruit pie ads in the comics)

Murphy Brown got one at her baby shower. George Bush told C-SPAN that his was broken by
Marlin Fitzwater and Jay Leno demonstrated it as an orange juicer. What product are we referring
to?
Thigh Master

30 pts

(Visual Trivia# 8) Please give us the first names of these two creatures and the first and last
name of the people that did the voice-overs for them in the movie.
Plio = Alfre Woodard
Yar = Ossie Davis

120 pts Please give us the four styles of the 1967 Twist and Turn Barbie.
Chocolate Bon-Bon
Go-Go Co-Co
Summer Sand
Sun Kissed
20 pts

What was the former name of Ho Chi Minh city?
Saigon (sigh-gone)

40 pts

On Nickelodeon's television show "Angry Beavers", Norb and Dag's telephone strongly resembles
what famous cartoon character?
Bullwinkle (Moose)

IO pts

What is a limestone deposit growing up from the floor of a cave called?
Stalagmite

Hour 18 (10:00 a.m.)
IO pts

Please give us the name of the Thai restaurant in St. Cloud whose name means "Hello" .
SawatDee

20 pts

What science term, starting with the letter D, applies to ethyl alcohol that has been treated with
poison so as to make it unfit for human consumption?
Denatured

50 pts

Hiram, Randall and Sheldon are the first names of three generations of musical talent that share
the same middle name. What is it?
Hank

40 pts

(as in Hank Williams)

On January 171\ 2000, Reggie Miller surpassed his own NBA record with his 15th what?
Four point play or four pointer

25 pts

A male deer is a buck and a female deer is a doe, so what would you call a male and female
lobster?
(male) cock
(female) hen

110 pts Please give us the first prewar Japanese Territory seized by the United States forces during World
War Two.
Roi Island
20 pts

(Audisk #165 )Marijuana is still an illegal substance, but listening to this children's show theme
song, you'd have to wonder. Please give us the name of this show.
"Veggie Tales"

45 pis

According to Allied Moving, what were the top three states Minnesotans chose to move to in the
year2000?
California
Illinois
Texas

15 pts

What drink is made from ginger ale, grenadine and a cherry?
Shirley Temple

Hour 19 (11:00 a.m.)
10 pis

How many sides does a dodecagon (doh-deck- a- goo) have?
Twelve (12)

25 pts

What culinary term means to be cooked with onion?
Lyonnaise (lion - ase)

60 pis

What product, introduced commercially in 1982 with Bessie as the spokesperson, had claimed the
highest awareness ever for a Frito Lay product after only 16 weeks on the market?
"Grandma's Cookies"

35 pis

In 1965, Domingo Samudio, AKA Sam from Sam the Sham and the Pharoahs, owned a cat.
What was this cat's name?
\Vooly Bully

30 pts

This famous director's name didn't show up in the credits of both "Dirty Harry" and "Jaws" even
though he helped write both scripts. Please give us that name as it should have appeared.
John Milius

80 pts

Please give us the name of the hit song that was nominated for an Oscar whose original lyrics
were inspired by the movie "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre" .
"Maniac"

IO pts

In the sentence ''The disc jockey played the smoking CD," which word is the participle?

smoking
35 pts

Please give us the country where the real city of Batman is located?
Turkey (southeastern)

10 pis

What two colors of the rainbow are not represented on a Rubik' s Cube?
Indigo
Violet

Hour 20 (12:00 noon)
15 pts

What mythical creature is said to be the offspring of a lion and an eagle?
Griffin

20 pis According to one-hit wonder M, what does New York, London, Paris and Munich talk about?
"PopMuzik"
60 pts

Since 1998, these two animals were excluded from the DNR's Protected Mammals list in
Minnesota. Please give us the specific names of these two animals. The type of animal need not
be given.
Pronghorn
Timber

40 pis

(Antelope)
(Wolf)

What is the first and last name of the only Gilbert and Sullivan character to be recycled into
another operetta?
Edward Corcoran

30 pts

(HMS Pinafore & Utopia Limited)

Please give us the three types of tennis court playing surfaces.
Clay
Grass
Hard

150 pts Please give us the name of the haunted mansion Mickey, Donald and Goofy try to exterminate in
the 1937 Disney short film "Lonesome Ghosts".
MacShiver
IO pts

(Mack Shiver)

What color is a twenty dollar bill in the board game "Monopoly?"
Green

40 pts

According to David Lindstrom, the director of EMS at Penn State, what is the number one injury
suffered at college football tailgate parties?
Bee stings

IO pts

What is the main ingredient in the soup called "gazpacho?"
tomatoes

Hour 21 (1:00 p.m.)
10 pts

What is the name of the new football league headed by Vince McMahon?
XFL or Extreme Football League

20 pts

In craps, what three numbers on your first roll of the dice cause you to lose?

Two
Three
Twelve
50 pts

In Minnesota, what are the only 5 forms of legal acceptable I.D. a person can show when being
carded for cigarettes?
Driver's License
Immigration Papers
Military Papers
Passport
State ID or Minnesota ID

45 pts

What are the only three words in "The Berenstain' s B Book" that don' t begin with the letter "B"?
And
That' s
What

30 pts

(Visual Trivia# 3) Please give us the title given to the segment of the movie shown in this
photograph.
Pines of Rome ( each section was named after the music played during
that animation series)

110 pts Please give us the only states not represented as birthplaces of Major League Baseball Hall of
Fame inductees.
Alaska
Arizona
Colorado
Hawaii
Maine
Montana
Nevada
North Dakota
Oregon
Utah
Wyoming

10 pts

What composer is fa~ous for his fifth symphony? Last name is sufficient.
Beethoven

25 pts

With over 800 words in one sentence, this foreign literary classic holds the record for the longest
sentence in print. Please give us the title of this book.
"Les Miserables"

10 pts

(if unsure, ask to spell)

According to the Paul Hardcastle song, what was the average age of a soldier in Vietnam?
Nineteen

Hour 22 (2:00 p.m.)
10 pts

Please give us the name of Buddy Holly's first hit single.
"That'll be the day"

20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the former lead vocalist for Herman's Hermits that toured
as Fredric in the 1983 cast of "The Pirates of Penzance".
Peter Noone

65 pts

Which capital city has the fewest fires?
La Paz

40 pts

Straight from Time magazine: Westlake high school student Sean O'Brien insulted a teacher on
his Web page, was suspended, sued the school district and received $30,000 in damages. How
many teachers will he have to insult to meet the asking price of the album John Lennon
autographed for Mark David Chapman that was put up for sale in August of 1998?
Sixty

25 pts

(highest altitude capital, low oxygen)

(the album was going for 1.8 million)

Which pope asked Michelangelo to paint the Sistene Chapel?
Julius the Second

80 pts

In what 1972 film about the 21st century was there a death penalty for having children? You can
give us the name of the American or UK release, your life doesn't depend on it.
ZPG or Zero Population Growth

20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person whose death October 31 st· 1926 is celebrated in
the U.S . on National Magic Day. We are looking for the name he was commonly known by.
Harry Houdini (real name Ehrich Weiss)

35 pts

Who was fashion guru Mr. Blackwell referring to when he responded "Dracula's idea of a good
time" back in 1987? First and last name please.
Lisa Bonet
What was legendary Lady Godiva protesting when she rode naked on horseback through the
marketplace of Coventry, England in the 11 th Century?
Taxes

Hour 23 (3:00 p.m.)
10 pts

Please give us the first and last name of Warren Beatty's famous sister.
Shirley MacLaine

15 pts

If you were to swim from Australia to New 2:ealand, what sea would you have to swim across?
Tasman

60 pts

In the Warner Brothers cartoon "Lucky Ducky," the characters pass a sign and notice they have
turned black and white. They look up and read the sign and understand why. What does the sign
say?
Technicolor ends here

40 pts

Under Minnesota law, a person applying for or receiving public assistance from the state has to be
notified if he/she was denied or quit receiving public assistance. This statement is true for all case
scenarios except one. Please give us the one exception.
(he/she) dies

15 pts

What is the name given to the train service that ran between Paris and Istanbul?
(The) Orient Express

120 pts At We Fest 2000, who won the "Best Decorated Campsite" award sponsored by the Coleman
Company"?
Lucky Liquor Pigs
20 pts

Please give us the first names of the three Andrew Sisters.
Patty
Maxine
Laverne

35 pts

(Audisk #167) What movie is this line taken from?
Army of Darkness

JO pts

Which Roman Emperor burned Rome and falsely accused the Christians of doing it? It' s worth
ten points, so Nero should suffice.
Nero

Hour 24 (4:00 p.m.)
IO pis

Half of the ten top songs of 1978 came from one famous rock family. Please give us the last name
of that family.
Gibb

20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the English astronomer that has a famous comet named
after him.
Edmond Halley

80 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the first person with a visual impairment to earn a Ph. D.
in physical education in the United States.
James Mastro

50 pts

If Rice Krispies has Snap, Crackle and Pop then what does the Pearson's Salted Nut Roll have?

Dudley P. Nut
30 pis

Please give us the common name given to the extremely early ancestor to mammals whose name
means "two-measure tooth." It has been falsely accused of being a reptile for years.
Dime trod on

100 pis From the B-52's video "Love Shack," what was the special for the day at the love shack?
"Burnt Eats"
20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the aviator that set the round-the-world speed record in
I 958 in an airplane filled with ping pong balls.
Howard Hughes

45 pts

Because of the antics of one of its members during his "I'm not a teenager anymore" birthday bash
in the late 60's, this band was prohibited from entering another Holiday Inn forever. Who was the
band.
The Who

10 pis

Please give us the name of Don McLean's 1972 hit record, which is also the name of a movie
released in 1999 about four teenage boys trying to loose their virginity by prom night.
American Pie

Hour 25 (5:00 p.m.)
10 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person that was the original voices for Bugs Bunny,
Sylvester and Tweetie Pie.
Mel Blanc

20 pts

Please give us the current name of the famous Nashville institution that was originally known as
"WSM Barn Dance"
(The) Grand Ole Opry

60 pts

The Hallmark television story "Night Ride Home" first aired in February of 1999. What was the
significance of this airing?
200th Hallmark (Hall of Fame) Production

50 pts

Please give us the character name of the bad guy from the Beastie Boys "Sabotage" video.
"Bunny"

25 pts

What promotion caused a July, 1979 baseball doubleheader between Chicago and Detroit to end
the second game in forfeit?
"Disco Demolition Night"

75 pts

What was the original title for the 1943 Alfred Hitchcock movie "Shadow of a Doubt?"
Uncle Charlie

10 pts

What frequency on the FM dial would you find KVSC, the station that brings you much joy in
February?
88.1

40 pts

Please give us the first state to pass legislation protecting itself against potential lawsuits due to
Y2K data disasters.
Nevada

10 pts

Please give us the name of the first hit single by the West Coast group Cream.
"I Feel Free"

Hour 26 (6:00 p.m.)
10 pts

Please give us the name of the international food phenomenon that Maurice and Richard
McDonald created in 1948 in San Bernadina California.
McDonalds

15 pts

Who was the most influential political figure to appear at St. Cloud State University this past
week? First and last name, please.
Ralph Nader

50 pts (Audio Trivia Audisk #169)What classic radio program did this recording introduce?
"Tom Corbett Space Cadet"
35 pts What is the name of the sequel to the 1969 low budget shocker "Mad Doctor of Blood Island"?
Beast of Blood
25 pts

In Alfred Hitchcock's 1954 suspense thriller "Rear Window", Thorwald is a traveling salesman.
What items does he sell?
Costume jewelry

75 pts

St. Cloud was once the headquarters for a small motel chain called Thrifty Scot motels. Please
give us the name of their newsletter.
Bagpipes

20 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the Indian religious philosopher and teacher that founded
Buddhism.
Gautama Siddhartha

45 pts

On the cartoon "Hey Arnold," what was the profession of Arnold' s father?
doctor

10 pts

Whose record did Babe Ruth break when he hit his 60th home run?
His own or Babe Ruth' s

Hour 27 (7:00 p.m.)
IO pts

Please give us the nickname of legendary jazz trumpeter John Birks Gillespie.
Dizzy

20 pts

What are the three most common shapes of bacteria?
Bacilli (bass - silly)
Cocci (cock - see)
Spirilla (spear - rill - uh)

65 pts

What is the name of the bar that Joan Jett and the Blackhearts filmed their video "I Love Rock N
Roll" in?
Privates (Bar)

35 pts

This bank robber from the old west had such an obsession with barbed wire that he went so far as
to write a book about his collection of it. Please give us his first and last name.
Jesse James

30 pts

What subscription magazine finally broke down and started offering itself on newstands back in
November of 1998?
National Geographic

135 pts (Visual Trivia# 10) What is the name of the ship that this figurehead was created to adorn?
Friendship

20 pts

What Minnesota city was named after the Sioux Indian words meaning "Sugar Maple" ?
Chanhassen

50 pts

After an August, 1998 power surge anomaly, scientists discovered a new celestial object was the
culprit. They dubbed it SGR1900+14. Please give us the common name of this object.
Magnetar

IO pts

In the cartoon Fat Albert, what was Fat Albert's favorite sport?
Basketball

Hour 28 (8:00 p.m.)
IO pis

What widely used online music swapping service is being sued by a vast majority of record
companies and artists over copyright infringement?
Napster

15 pts

What party ticket did Smithereens frontman Pat DiNizio run on during the 2000 Senatorial race in
New Jersey?
Reform (Party)

75 pts

Tracy Ore, an assistant professor in the Human Relations department at St. Cloud State University,
participated in an AIDS Vaccine Bike Ride in August of the year 2000. Please give us her rider
number.
1780

40 pts

The Broadway flop titled "Odyssey" starring Yul Brynner tried another run that lasted only one
night. What was the second ill-fated attempt titled?
"Home Sweet Homer"

20 pts

What traditional baseball position was omitted in Abbott & Costello's classic skit "Who's On
First" ?
Right Field

110 pis "At Gene Enterprises, we've harnesses the power of the human gene. Say goodbye to your .
allergies forever." These are the first words spoken in this e-trade prescription drug spoof
commercial. Please give us the eleven common side effects that may occur with this fictitious
product. It's your money.
Bone Liquification
Children born with the head of a golden retriever
Elderly Pregnancy
Full Body Hair Loss
Gigantic Eyeball
Itchy rashes
Possession by the Prince of Darkness
Projectile Vomiting
Seeing the dead
Tail Growth
The condition known as "Hot Dog Fingers"
15 pts

What horror author has written mainstream novels under the name Anne Rampling?
Anne Rice

35 pts

Who is the comic book character that took a break from modeling and acted in the fictional soap
opera "Secret Hospital" ? Full name, please.
Mary Jane Watson Parker

JO pts

(Spiderrnan's wife)

Which car line did General Motors recently announce they were retiring?
Oldsmobile

Hour 29 (9:00 p.m.)
IO pts

At a funeral service what is the term for the formal speech or statement in which we fondly
remember a person that is deceased?
Eulogy

20 pts

The United States stores it supply of gold at Fort Knox in Kentucky. Where does it store it supply
of silver?
WestPoint

60 pts

From the 1958 television game show "Keep Talking," what names were given to the two
competing teams?
Chatterboxes
Gabbers

40 pis

Please give us the two literary characters mentioned in the song "Get Ready" by the Temptations.
Tweedle Dee
TweedleDum

25 pts

What is the first name of Rosemary's baby in the movie of the same name?
Adrian

90 pis

From the 3M board game "Win, Place or Show", please give us the name of the stable who owns
the horse "Hot Spook".
Onwego

20 pts

(On-We-Go)

Please give us the term for a French brandy distilled from wine.
Cognac

45 pts

What was the cat's name in the old school primer "Now We Read"?
Puff

IO pis

In what country would you find the Kalahari desert?
Africa

Hour 30 (10:00 p.m.)
10 pts

In order to be classified as an insect, how many legs must a bug have?
six

25 pts

Please give us the names of New York City' s five boroughs.
Queens
Brooklyn
Bronx
Manhattan
Richmond

55 pts

Please give us the name of the first Saturday morning kids cartoon that was the driving force
behind offering kids real information about the weather, the dangers of smoking'. safety tips and
more.
Hot Wheels

40 pts

(1969)

In the comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes", Calvin made a traffic safety poster with the slogan "Be
careful or be roadkill" and decorated it with something he called "patent pending 3D gore-Orama." What was 3D gore-o-rama?
(chunky) spaghetti sauce

25 pts

Please give us the five major groups of vertebrates.
Amphibians
Birds
Fish
Mammals
Reptiles

95 pts

Please give us the name of the magazine that DC comics character Yolanda Montez (also known
as Wildcat) works for.
Rock Stars (magazine)

20 pts

In the song "Vogue" by Madonna several celebritys are named who knew how to Vogue. What we
are looking for are the names as they are mentioned, that represent the male gender of Voguers.
(Joe) DiMaggio
Marlon Brando
Jimmy Dean
Gene Kelly
Fred Astaire

45 pts

Which major annual event in 1994 did the school band "Haukerod Skolekorps" participate in,
making them Norway'_s first ever entry? (on air: spell Haukerod Skolekorps)
Rose Bowl Parade

IO pts

(Visual Trivia #4) Please give us the name of the recently released Disney movie that this photo
was taken from.
102 Dalmations

Hour31 (11:00 p.m.)
10 pts

Please give us the name of the comic strip that you would find an animal called the Schmoo?
Lil Abner

25 pts

What is the name of the computer that kidnaps its creator's wife and impregnates her in the 1977
film "Demon Seed"?
Proteus

60 pts

Lenapah, Oklahoma was called home to five world champion rodeo cowboys. Please give us their
first and last names right now.
Buck Rutherford
Everett Shaw
Fred Lowry
Nowata Richardson
Shoat Webster

40 pts

(Audisk #163 ) Have you seen one? Please give us the name of this television show that has.
Romper Room

20 pts

(Visual Trivia# 6) Please give us the most common first and last name given to the New World
Discoverer who used to sign his name like this.
Christopher Columbus

80 pts

Who is considered by many in the field as the creator of modern museum exhibits? First and last
name please.
Carl Akeley

20 pts

What is the Floyd B. Olson Memorial Highway otherwise known as? Hint: it's a highway.
Highway 55

25 pts

Please give us the name of the childrens movie in which the following quote was stated by a rabbit
"Twinkle Twinkle little bat! How I wonder what you're at! Up above the world you fly! Like a
tea tray in the sky!"
Alice in Wonderland

IO pts

In cross-country bike racing, what do the initials BMX stand for?
Bicycle moto cross

Hour 32 (12:00 p.m.)
(on air: get ready for speed round next hour)
10 pts

What shape were the first boxing rings, thus giving them the name ring?
round or circular

20 pts

What is the name of the monochrome arcade game where the object is to blow up all the rocks in
space with your triangle ship?
Asteroids

60 pts

Please give us the names of the first, second and third place winners in the 1968 PATSY Awards
for television. Answers do not need to be in order.
Arnold
Ben
Clarence

50 pts

(first place: the pig from "Green Acres")
(second place: the bear from "Gentle Ben")
(third place: the lion from "Daktari")

In the movie "Terminator 2," what does Sarah Connor carve in the picnic table prior to her
apocalyptic dream?
"No Fate"

30 pts

Please give us the four instruments that make up a brass section in an orchestra.
French Hom
Trombone
Trumpet
Tuba

80 pts

From the 2000 New York City Youth Video festival, please give us the names of the two videos
that tied for second place.
"Bad Media"
"Blackwell's Typhoid"

20 pts

What magazine regularly publishes a column called "Street Walker"?
Forbes (supposedly it refers to Wall Street)

50 pts

Please give us the common names of the only two homebuilts to be given x-plane designations by
the Air Force.
Benson Gyrocopter
Osprey l

IO pts

How many dots are there on a pair of dice?
42

Hour 33 (1:00 a.m.) SPEED ROUND
First half hour
30 pts

Richard Hall, a direct descendent of the guy that wrote about the white whale, used that fact to
come up with his stage name. Please give it to us now.
Moby

30 pis

Please give us the only two legal pitching positions in baseball.
Set
Wind-Up

30 pts

Jared was the company spokesperson but now has inspired people such as Toby Norman, Sean
O ' Kane and Pamela Blakeman to keep his crusade going. What company do they all advertise
for?
Subway

30 pts

Please give us the name of the economic system which consisted of the trading of goods among
the original 13 U.S. colonies, the West Indies and England.
Triangular Trade

30 pis

What popular aquatic sport has moves with names like Wrapped Dum Dum, Moby Dick, Slim
Chance, Backscratcher, and Fruit Loop?
Wakeboarding

30 pis

Please give us the current name of the oldest surviving structure located on the campus of the
University of Minnesota.
Eddy Hall

30 pts

If you were to spell out numbers (example, the number one would be O-N-E), what would be the
first positive whole number to contain the letter A?
thousand or one thousand

30 pts

At what temperature, in degrees, does fahrenheit and celsius thermometers read the same number?
Minus forty or forty below

30 pts

Please give us the name of the real group whose input was the model for the fictitious Millenium
Group on the television show "Millenium."
Academy (Group)

SPEED ROUND
Second Half Hour
30 pts

Please give us the only state governed under the authority of two different state constitutions.
Minnesota

30 pts

Please give us the common name of the only incomplete protein derived from an animal source.
Gelatin

30 pts

Please give us the name of the punctuation mark that is symbolized by a question mark and an
exclamation point overlapping.
Interrobang or interabang (in • tear• uh - bang, if unsure ask to spell)

30 pts

In which city, a popular Spring Break retreat, is it illegal to wear socks or ties?

South Padre Island

30 pts

Please give us the name of the horror movie that Maynard G. Krebs always talked about in the
television show "The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis".
"The Monster That Devoured Cleveland"

30 pts

In memory of his son, Bill Cosby submitted two words to the valentine candy hearts makers that
eventually made it on the candy. What are the two words?
"Hello Friend"

30 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the referee in the title match that gave Sweden its first
world heavyweight boxing champion back in 1959.
Ruby Goldstein

30 pts

in which city did Venus Flytrap work under the title "Duke of Funk" before he joined the "WKRP
in Cincinnati crew?
11

New Orleans
30 pts

Dean Koontz has written several hair-raising books. He also has written two fables that are
classified as children's books. Please give us the names of those two books.
Santa's Twin
Oddkins

Hour 34 (2:00 a.m.)
IO pts

How many pieces does each player start with in a Chess game?
16

20 pts

Our trivia poster this year has a very recognizable face on it. Please give us the first and last name
of the actor in which the artist of this poster took his inspiration from.
Christopher Walken

60 pts

What are the only two categories of vegetation that produce food ? Be vague, be very vague .
Algae
Green plants

45 pts

Please give us the name of the first TV soap opera to meet the following three criteria: It was set
in New York City, had an Irish-Catholic core family and it featured a French-Canadian character.
Ryan's Hope

20 pts

(Visual Trivia # 8) According to the script, what species do Aladar, Neera, Kron and Bruton
belong to in this movie?

Iguanodon (pronounced : e gwan a don)
11 Opts Please give us all events in the 1984 Summer Olympics that had a women's division only.
T.O.
I 00 meter hurdles
500 meter Kayak Fours
800 meter Freestyle
3000 meter run
Balance Beam
Heptathlon
Quadruple Sculls with Coxswain or Coxed Quadruple Sculls
Rhythmic (Dancing)
Sport Pistol (25 m)
Synchronized - Solo (Swimming)
Synchronized - Duet (Swimming)
Uneven Bars or asymmetrical bars
25 pts

In what city did Will Rogers serve as honorary mayor?
Beverly Hills

35 pts

Who began to rebuild St Peter's Cathedral in Rome, which had been neglected in the 14•h century
when the popes resided in Avignon ?
Bramante

JO pts

What famous 1939 movie cast included 124 midgets?
Wizard of Oz

Hour 35 (3:00 a.m.)
JO pts

What magazine did the band Dr. Hook want to find it's picture on the cover of?
Rolling Stone

25 pts

Please give us the name of the film that Alfred Hitchcock made twice?
The Man Who Knew Too Much (1934 and 1956)

55 pts

What is the title of the Currier and Ives portrait donning the covers of Schwan's Limited Edition
French Vanilla tins during the 2000 holiday season?
"The Skating Pond" or "Central Park, Winter"

45 pts

In the year 1999 what did Wolfman Jack and the television show "All in the Family" have in
common?
(both were) inducted into the Broadcasting Hall of Fame

30 pts

Please give us the name of the song that originated as part of an advertisement, but became a top
ten hit in 1972.
I'd Love To Teach The World To Sing

80 pts

Please give us the name of the ABC radio program that Margaret Truman (daughter of the
President) made her professional radio debut on.
"Hour of Music"

20 pts

What is the standard perimeter, in inches, of automobile license plates issued in the United States,
Canada and Mexico?
36 ( 12 inches long, 6 inches wide)

45 pts

According to Boy's Life, a popular Boy Scouting magazine, which conservation award for
scouting is the toughest to get?
·
Hornaday (Silver Medal)

10 pts

Please give us the name of Geppetto' s pet cat in the movie Pinocchio.

T.O
Agar(?)

Hour 36 (4:00 a.m.)
10 pis

What animal eats one third of the supply of canned fish consumed in the United States?
Cat (pussy cat, feline, kitten, fraidy cat, etc.,. )

20 pts

Please give us the popular title of the song "Daisy Bell".
A Bicycle Built for Two

210 pts

"Up in the valley of the Jolly Green Giant
there's a fellow by the name of Sprout;
And you'll find some other friends waiting.
Veggie helpers you should know about."
These lyrics were taken from a Green Giant promotional song titled "Veggie Valley." Please give
us the names of the seven veggie helpers mentioned in the rest of the song.
Carrottop Curly
Gus
Kid Red
Peaslie Pop
Shuckly
Rocco Rock
Trabeana

* ON AIR- PLEASE LEAVE #3 OPEN UNTIL END OF HOUR!!!!*
40 pts

What real Indian tribe does the fictional Turok, Dinosaur Hunter belong to?
Kiowa

30 pts

What is the name of the robot that has a thing for Farrah Fawcett in the movie "Saturn 3"?
Hector

60 pts

He played Sherlock Holmes in one American film adapted from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's books
and he played Doctor Watson in another American film. As far as we know, he was the only actor
to play both roles. Please give us his first and last name.
Reginald Owen

15 pts

We would like to know what word is used to describe a food or a drug which arouses or increases
sexual desire?
Aphrodisiac (a-fro-de-z-ak)

35 pts

(Audio Trivia Audisk #170)Who is the singer of this version of "Sunday Morning Coming

Down"?
Telly Savalas
10 pts

How many fingers does Mickey Mouse have on each hand?
four

Hour 37 (5:00 a.m.)
10 pts

Please give us the last letter of the Greek alphabet
Omega

20 pts

Which of the states in the United States abolished its personal income tax in 1980 and continues to
send out annual dividend checks?
Alaska

85 pts

(Visual Trivia # 1 ) What Windows font was used to make this cryptogram?
Webdings

45 pts

Please give us the name of the musical whose plot is based on one girl in a gold rush town with
hundreds of men. Vague enough for you?
Paint your Wagon

30 pts

Back in 1956, the 81 year old Earl of Sandwich accepted an award in recognition for the service
the sandwich has rendered towards the consumption of their product. Please give us the name of
this national association who gave him the award. Give us the name of the product and you'll be
halfway there.
Pickle Packers

150 pts From the Nick Park movie short "Not Without My Handbag", please finish the following line from
the contract: "On non-payment of installments the contractee shall . . . "
"go to Hell without further notice"
15 pts

Please give us the name of the longest river in Europe.
(the) Volga

45 pis

Please give us the name of the college magazine that lists the monthly top songs in categories like
Hip Hop, Internet, Loud Rock, New World, RPM and Triple A.
CMJ New Music Report or College Media Journal New Music Report

10 pts

What time zone is Sparks, Nevada in?
Pacific

Hour 38 (6:00 a.m.)
10 pts

What two continents are entirely located below the equator?
Australia
Antarctica

20 pts

General Patton was known as Old Blood and Guts, what General was known as Old Fuss and
Feathers?
Winfield Scott

70 pis

Please give us the first and last names of the two major league baseball players involved in the
April 1994 on-field brawl that marked the first in the Florida Marlins history.
Benito Santiago
Kevin Rogers

30 pts (Audio Trivia Audisk #)Who are the voices in this parody of "Mister Rogers"? First and last
names, please.
Bill Murray and Christopher Guest
I 5 pts

In Disney films Kurt Russell had a reoccurring role as Dexter Riley a college student that attended
what college?
Medfield

I IO pts This one seems only fair in this wacky excuse of an election year. Several magazines ran an ad
from the 2000 American Dairy Farmers. The picture shows a political supporter from the chin
down wearing I I different campaign slogan buttons supporting cheese. Well you guessed it, we
want the slogans. Just to be nice so we do not have any disagreement and have to do a recount we
will give you one slogan. One button shows I Heart (Love) Limburger. Now tell us the other 10.
Good Luck.
Brie or Bust
Can't Miss with Swiss
Cheddar's Better
Colby Can
Feta? You Betta!
Join the Cheese Party
Let's back Monterey Jack
Parmesan Power
Proud to Eat American
True Blue
20 pts

(Visual Trivia #11) What is the name of this ship?
Endurance

45 pts

What name does Timberlodge give their 12 oz. center cut sirloin steak?
The Viking

JO pts

(It's big, bold and after being beaten in 4 Super
Bowls, you know it has to be tender)

"A little dab will do you," is the catchy ad phrase for what men's hair product?
Brylcreem

Hour 39 (7:00 a.m.)
10 pts

What is the abbreviated name Hormel has given to its spiced ham product?
SPAM

15 pts

What were the names of the three dinosaurs Beanie Babies offered in the summer of 2000 at
McDonald's?
Bronty
Rex
Steg

105 pts Just 12 miles East of St Louis a man made wonder proudly stands. The structure represents a
product once made in the town in which it is located just off of Route 159. Please give us the name
of the city and state in which this wonder stands. We are also looking for what product the
structure represents, and yes we are looking for the brand name, and the structure's original
function .
Collinsville, Illinois
Brook's Catsup
Water tower
50 pts

Please give us the name of the country whose first feature film was titled "Anny - Story Of A
Prostitute."
Norway

30 pts

In the animated series "Freakazoid," who is the eye patch wearing villain that is the head of Apex
Microchips and what actor supplies his voice?
Armondo Guitierrez
Ricardo Montalban

I 00 pts In the book "Alien," what is the "ident number" Ripley gave when she finished her last entry
before going to sleep with Jones? ( No partials!)
W5645022460H (and before you call in that is the exact way it is
phrased in the book!)
20 pts

What were the names of the two dogs sent up into space by the USSR in 1960?
Belka
Strelka

50 pts

Please give us the name of the first US rock fest set up as a charity fundraiser. The event took
place in 1972 and lost $100,000 instead.
"Festival of Hope"

15 pts

In which James Bond movie would you find the tarot card reader by the name of Solitaire?
"Live and Let Die"

Hour40 (8:00 a.m.)
10 pts

What movie in 2000 saw the return of Jay Ward's Moose and Squirrel?
"The Adventures of Rocky & Bullwinkle"

20 pts

What were the names of the quartet that comprised the Bugaloos?
Courage
Harmony
IQ
Joy

220 pts (Visual Trivia# 9) Please give us the first and last names of the mice that are attached to the
following items in this town: the lighthouse, the Inn, the Acorn Inn customers, the picnic, the
hyacinth house, the bakery, the bandstand and the park gate - however, you don't have to give us
the name of the statue that is attached to the park gate.
( *ON AIR LEAVE this question

OPEN UNTIL END OF HOUR*)
Cecilia Sunnyside
Clarissa Chatsworth
Cyrus Sunnyside
Dunne Eaton
Edgar Eaton
Flora Philpott
Lewis Lovingston
Lizzie Lovingston
Michael McFogg
Timothy Duzmuch
Winston Quimby
55 pts

(dancing instuctress -bandstand)
( respectable reporter - picnic tree)
(monster builder -bandstand)
(official pie taster -Bakery)
(poet laureate - picnic tree)
(flowerologist - Hyacinth house)
(retired judge - inn customer)
(happy housemouse - inn customer)
(Lighthouse keeper)
(Assistant Inn keeper)
(teachers pet - at the park gate)

From the television show "Team Knight Rider," give us the name of the real television show
Jenny once mentioned as her favorite show when she was a kid.
Josie and the Pussycats

30 pts

What beverage was originally known as Brad's Drink and who created it?
Pepsi OR Pepsi Cola
Caleb Bradham

70 pts

A frog that looks a lot like Michigan J Frog found it's way to the cover of an album produced by
Warner Brothers in 1975. Please give us the name of the album, the first and last name of the
performer and the proper first, middle, and last name of the artist who designed the cover.
"On the Track"
Leon Redbone
Charles Martin Jones

15 pts

What author wrote the words "You' re a better man than I am, Gunga Din?" First and last name
please.
Rudyard Kipling

25 pts

What rock star tried to be a soccer player but also had a side j.ob at digging graves? First and last
name please.
Rod Stewart

10 pts

In the periodic table, what is the symbol for tin?
Sn

Hour 41 (9:00 a.m.)
IO pts

What two spices can you obtain from a nutmeg tree?
Mace
Nutmeg

15 pts

In classic mythology Pysche became the wife of what god?

Eros OR Cupid
I 05 pts (Visual Trivia #11) The Endurance set sail with 28 men, 69 Canadian sledding dogs and the
carpenter's cat. What was the name of the cat?
Mrs. Chippy (cat)
35 pts

The statement "Don't Give up the Ship" was said by an officer of a ship that was battling another
sea faring vessel. What we would like to know is the name of the two vessels that were battling
each other and the person who made the famous statement. First and last name please.
Chesapeake (US)
Shannon (GB)
James Lawrence

30 pts

Where is the National Hobo Convention held? City and state please.
Britt, Iowa

75 pts

In the movie "Copycat" what was the title of Daryl! Lee Cullum's book and what was the personal
note that he had written in the copy he sent to Doctor Helen Hudson?

"My Life with a Knife"
"Hey there Doc! Hope you like the book. Love and sloppy kisses,
Daryl! Lee Cullum" (Note: when the inscription was read out loud the
word "there" was left out)
15 pts

Malleus, incus and stapes are all bones that would be found where in the human body?
ear(s)

35 pis

IO pis

Please give us the alias of the comic crime-fighting prosecutor Brian Butler who had a sidekick
named Pinky.
Mr. Scarlet
What was the first and last name of Puff the Magic Dragon's friend in the song "Puff the magic
dragon?"

Jackie Paper

Hour42 (10:00 a.m.)
IO pts

Where will the 2002 Winter Olympics be held? City and state, please.
Salt Lake City, Utah

20 pts

What is the name of the Mummy in the 1932 movie, "The Mummy"
Im-Ho-Tep

60 pts

When you cross Interstate 94 heading to Hudson, Wisconsin, the fine state of Wisconsin
welcomes you with a large outdoor sign. Please tell us the three words written on the sign that
represent the land of cheese.
Agriculture
Industry
Recreation

50 pts

From the television show "The Waltons," give us the name Miss Mamie and Miss Emilie gave to
their moonshine.
"Papa's Recipe"

35 pts

What is the name of the saint that is recognized by at least two US towns that of Finland,
Minnesota and Hood River, Oregon for the dispatching of grasshoppers from the vineyards of
Finland?
(Saint) Uhro

125 pts In March of 1991 this structure was placed on the National Register of Historic Places and was
later given National Landmark status in June of 1996. This structure can be found at an
amusement park. We would like to know what the structure is, the name of the structure and
where it' s located. As for the location, we are looking for the amusement park, city and state.
Roller coaster
Leap the Dips
Lakemont Park, Altoona, PA.
I 5 pts

What reconstruction era chief executive was the only US president to be impeached?
Andrew Johnson

50 pts

When asked by the staff at "Wizard," what character did Green Lantern writer Judd Winick
choose Jesse Ventura to play if the aforementioned comic was adapted into a movie? By the way,
Judd Winick's first claim to fame was being part ofMTV's "Real World," another piece of
meaningless trivia.
Radu

IO pts

What famous character said the following, "For one who has not lived even a single lifetime, you
are a wise man Van Helsing"? Last name is sufficient.
Dracula

Hour43 (11:00 a.m.)
IO pts

In 1939 what American food did President Franklin Roosevelt serve to King George VI and his
wife?
hot dogs

15 pts

A chionophobic would not do well in Minnesota this time of year. What would they be afraid of?
Snow

80 pts

From the European soap opera "Neighbours", please give us the first and last name of the fourth
ex cast member to have a successful singing career in Britain. Also give us the title of this
person's first single that entered the British top 40.
Craig Mclachlan
"Mona"

50 pts

This country music superstar was the lead singer in the college top 40 band "Straight Lace" in the
l 980's. Please give us her first and last name.
Trisha Yearwood

25 pts

On what island would one find Big Ben the Volcano?
Heard (Island)

115 pts The introduction of this sports item at a masquerade party in the mid 18th century proved to be
nearly fatal for the person wearing them after crashing through a large mirror. With such
disastrous results it is hard to believe this sports item is still around today. Please give us the item
we are referring to and the first and last name of the person who debuted them.
Joseph Merlin
Roller skates
15 pts

Who played Charlie Brown in the 1967 Broadway production "You're A good Man Charlie
Brown?" First and last name please.
Gary Burghoff

35 pts

When Shirley Temple was made ambassador to Ghana, who was the newly appointed ambassador
to China? First and last name, please.
George Bush

10 pts

What year was the Dutch West India Company chartered in Holland?
1621

Hour44 (12:00 noon)
10 pts

Who played Professor Xavier in the 2000 movie "X-Men"? First and last name, please.
Patrick Stewart

15 pts

What five states are scheduled for release in the year 2001 for the statehood quarters?
New York
North Carolina
.Rhode Island
Vermont
Kentucky

65 pts

Pete Townsend wrote the song "Substitute" after hearing the word "substitute" in what Smokey
Robinson song?
"Tracks Of My Tears"

45 pts

What American pop icon first started as a character introduced on a record in I 946 then went on to
be a widely syndicated TV star?
Bozo (the Clown)

30 pts

Please give us the first and last name of the person that this epitaph is attributed to " .. . Like the
Cover of an old Book, Its Contents turn out, And Stript of its Lettering & Guilding, Lies here.
Food for Worms, For, it will (as he believed,) appear once more, In a new and more elegant
Edition, corrected and improved, By the Author."
Benjamin Franklin

115 pts The movie "Shop Around the Corner," was a predecessor to the movie "You've Got Mail" . In
"You've got Mail" the book and flower that would signal both romantic parties was "Pride and
Prejudice" and a crimson rose. What was the title of the book and the type of flower used in "Shop
Around the corner"?
"Anna Karenina"
Red Carnation
15 pts

Whose political presidential party promise included "Full Dinner Pail"? First and last name
please.
William McKinley

45 pts

In the mid 16th century the first classic French tragedy was produced. Please give us the name of

this novel and the first and last name of its author.
"Cleopatre Captive"
Etienne Jodelle

1O pts

(ask to spell maybe?)

What is the name of the coffee house that Niles and Frasier Crane frequent in the TV series
"Frasier"?
Cafe Nervosa

Hour 45 (1:00 p.m.)
10 pis

I am sure by now that song has played once during the competition so we are throwing it in as a 10
pointer. On the CD "Hamsterdam" by the Shake a Hamster Band, who gives an editorial on the
song "Caffeine"?
AlNeff

25 pis

What .two Latin expressions appear on the Great seal of the United States?
Annuit Coeptis
Novus ordo seclorum

75 pis

In the movie "Bill and Ted's Bogus Journey," what was the name of the book the evil Momolos de
Nomolos wanted his class to read?
"The Greatest Man In History"

45 pis

(spell it maybe?)

(by Momolos de Nomolos)
GO FIG!

In the mid 1960's a sitcom had a character originally known as AF 709. What name did project AF
709 come to be known as and what was the name of the TV series?
Rhoda Miller
"My Living Doll"

25 pts

What is the first sentence in Article I section I of the Constitution of the United States?
"All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of
the United States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of
Representatives"

85 pis

What classic TV character said these words, "For my grand finale magic act, I will proceed to
make my wife disappear - a trick which any husband would appreciate."?
Herman Munster

15 pis

What mountain in Africa has ice on it year round even though it is located only three degrees from
the equator?
(Mount) Kilimanjaro

40 pis

Which cartoon canine has five brothers named Ed, Ted, Jed, Ned and Fred?
Huckleberry Hound

IO pts

The Richter Scale is stated numerically such as 1.2 or 8.6 but the Mercalli Scale of Earthquake
intensity is written how?
(In) Roman Numerals

Hour 46 (2:00 p.m.)
IO pts

In "The Jolson Story", who provided the voice dubs for Larry Parks ' when he was performing Al
Jolson' s songs?
Al Jolson

15 pts

What date was the Gettysburg Address given? Month, day and year please.
November 19, 1863

150 pts (Visual Trivia# 2) Please give us the name of the movie this list comes from, the name of the
school these rules are written in and the first and last name of the headmistress who swears by
them.
Matilda
Crunchem Hall
Agatha Trunchbull
40 pts

(movie)
(school)
(headmistress)

(Audio Trivia Audisk #175)Name this famous baseball voice. First and last name, please.
Casey Stengel

35 pts

Controversy surrounds a park in the process of being built that will be a tribute to the 41
Presidents of the United States. The park consists of 18 feet tall busts of each President (think
Yellow Submarine). Please give us the name of the sculptor of this collective art grouping.
David Adickes

60 pts

In the Pinky and the Brain episode called "Calvin Brain," Brain invented a perfume and marketed
it with Pinky's help. What was the Calvin Klein type catch phrase that was used and the name of
the perfume?.
"Buy if you wanted to be humiliated"
"Subjugation" (perfume)

20 pts

What is the English name for Sinus Iridium and where would you find it?
Bay of Rainbows OR Rainbow Bay
Moon

40 pts

What was the name of the 19th century British Marquess who not only helped establish boxing
rules but whose title was thus associated with these rules? Please give first, middle and last name.
John Sholto Douglas (the Marquis of Queensbury, hence Queensbury Rules)

IO pts

What instrument is the specialty of musician Yo Yo Ma?
the cello

Hour 47 (3:00 p.m.)
We are beginning Black ·out time
10 pts

Who designed a horizontal water wheel in the 16th century that was a forerunner of the modern
water turbine?
Leonardo da Vinci

25 pts

What was the name of Andrew Jackson's plantation home near Nashville, Tennessee?
Hermitage

50 pts

What is the name one finds listed on the "Expense Account" in Norman Rockwell's painting titled
"Expense Account"?
Ernest Hall (the name is also the actual name of the person who posed
for the painting)

30 pts

In Bob and Doug McKenzie's version of"The 12 Days of Christmas," what were the gifts named
for the first four days?
Beer (first day)
Turtlenecks (second day)
French Toast (third day)
(four pounds of) back bacon (fourth day)

115 pts Maxine from Shoe Box Greetings had a top 10 list for her new years resolutions for 2001(on the
Web) Please give us the 10 resolutions .
10) Take no guff from anyone
9) Find out what guff means
8) Throw out anything in the refrigerator that was food when Carter was in the White
House
7) Obey the speed limit when driving on the sidewalk
6) Politely ask telephone solicitors to call back and annoy you after dinner
5) Buddy up to people with healthy organs
4) Don't answer the door when it's relatives
3) Don't answer the door when it's anybody else
2J When yelling at people on daytime talk shows say, "Get a life, PLEASE!"
1) Beat last year's record for breaking resolutions
20 pis

In the animated series "Batman," another crime fighting hero appeared and called himself the
Judge. What was the first and last name of the character who portrayed the Judge?
Harvey Dent (actually Two Face)

55 pts

Please give us the title of the movie that had this statement in it's ending credits "Lyncanthrope
Films Limited wishes to extend its heartfelt congratulations to Lady Diana Spencer and His Royal
Highness The Prince of Wales on the occasion of their marriage -July 29th 1981 "?
"An American Werewolf in London"

10 pts

What juke box selection does Olivia Newton-John ask you not to play in the song, "Please, Mr.
Please?"

B 17

Hour 48 (4:00 p.m.)
IO pts

What was the name of the aircraft carrier that supplied fuel for the Enterprise in "Star Trek The
Voyage Home?"
(USS) Enterprise

20 pts

In 1997 which state approved a bill that created a state symbol - the State Cooking Pot. Please give
us the type of cooking pot that was chosen and the state that implemented this symbol.
Utah

(The) Dutch Oven

120 pts "Drive for the Gold" is the name that Salt Lake City has given to recruiting bus drivers for the
2002 Olympics. Here in St. Cloud, the Metro Transit Commission held a drawing to choose 2
drivers who would be representatives of the St. Cloud MTC if they are chosen from the applicants.
We are looking for first names only.
Hap or Dennis
Pat
Wade
55 pts

Chuck or ChuckO
Jody
Ken

Merle
Dan
Dave or Kawika (kaa-VEE- ka)
Kate
Robert

In Guthrie, Oklahoma a unique museum is in the process of moving to their new address, 5715
South Sooner Road. What we here at trivia central would like to know is what item is showcased
in this museum , and what is the name of the couple that keep the museum going?
(it is a musuem that showcases) lighters
Ted & Pat Ballard .

25 pts

What was the name of the Spanish ecclesiastic who was elected first general of the Jesuits in
1541?
(St.) Ignatius Loyla

11 O pts (Visual Trivia #12) Please give us the name of the museum and the city in which you would find
this tree cross section and we will be easy on you. Instead of asking for all of the markers we
would like you to just give the marker and information for the year it started growing and the year
it was cut down, so there are four answers to this question.
Musuem of Natural History New York
550 (AD)
(started growing)
"Wales converted to Christianity by St. David"
· 1891 (AD)
(cut down)
20 pts

What role did Mervyn Bogue play in "Kay Kyser Kollege of Musical Knowledge"?
Ish Kabibble

55 pts

In Doctor Who mythology, the Doctor is a timelord that has 13 lives, being able to change bodily
appearance usually due to some harm that has be fallen his current body. (In the past years of
trivia we have asked the names of the eight actors who have portrayed this character on television
from 1963 ro 1996.) Well in 1999 the BBC decided to use up the remaining regenerations during a
fund raising event that exists to "tack.le poverty and promote social justice by helping
disadvantaged people in the UK and in Africa ... ". Please give us the title of the episode or skit
(depends on your outlook) and the name of the five performers that portrayed the Doctor's
remaining regenerations.

"(Doctor Who and) The Curse of Fatal Death"
Rowin Atkinson
Richard E. Grant
Jim Broadbent
Hugh Grant
Joanna Lumley
10 pts

What musical features the Song "Sunrise, Sunset," "Miracle of Miracles" and "IfI were a Rich
Man"?
"Fiddler on the Roof'

Hour49 (5:00 p.m.)
IO pts

"Let's get dangerous," was the catch phrase for what animated superhero?
Darkwing Duck

15 pts

What were the last words uttered by John Adams, but unbeknownst to him they were not true?
"Thomas Jefferson--still survives ... "
(Actually, Jefferson had died earlier that same day.)

105 pts Jerry Mouse of Tom & Jerry cartoons found he had an Uncle that wanted to become a TV star by
playing country music . Prior to his TV debut Jerry's uncle stopped by to see his nephew and while
practicing his song for Jerry broke a guitar string. What we want to know is what Jerry's uncle
used to replace his guitar strings with (be specific), the name of Jerry's intrepid Uncle and the
name of the episode.
Tom's Whiskers
(Uncle) Pecos
"Pecos Pest"
40 pts

Please give us the name of the song that was holding Billboard's number one spot on the pop
charts the day MTV first hit the television airwaves.
"Jessies Girl" (by Rick Springfield of course!!)

30 pts

"Lick it up. After rock and rolling all night, We need nourishment. And every drop of chocolate
milk has the same vitamins and minerals regular milk has. All the more reason to have a really,
really long tongue." This is the chase line for one of the many Got Milk ads. What we would like
to know is who was featured on this ad?
KISS OR
Gene Simmons Paul Stanley
Ace Frehley
Peter Criss

100 pts Please give us the names of the U.S. states with only four letters in them.
Iowa
Alaska
Hawaii
Kansas
Tennessee
15 pts

Utah
Indiana
Mississippi
Alabama

According to the Mercalli Scale of Earthquake Intensity what Roman numeral is given to total
destruction, objects thrown in the air, the land appears to be liquid and is visibly rolling like
waves"?
XII (12 is not acceptable because the question requests Roman
numeral)

50 pts

In 1958 "The Chipmunk Song" claimed three Grammys. Please give us the three categories in
which the song claimed a statue.

Best comedy Performance
Best Recording for Children
Best engineered Recording, Other than Classical
IO pts

In classical mythology who shot Achilles in the heel?
Paris ( during the Trojan War)

Hour 50!!!! (6:00 p.m.)
Throughout the year we are brought questions from KVSC volunteers and staff. This year we
are dedicating hour 50 to those questions and the writers.
10 pts

DJ Python would like to know how many strings are on a standard six string guitar ...and he said
you don't have to spell six to get the points, just say six.
six

20 pis

Darth Raider would like for you to give us the names of the two pandas currently residing in the
National Zoo in Washington DC.
Tian Tian
Mei Xiang

I 00 pts (AUDIO TRIVIA) This will not be repeated, so you will need to record it. This song is from a
British band directly related to classic rock groups like Deep Purple, The Faces and The Rolling
Stones. The band is the Artwoods. Please give us the name of the album this song came from.
Art Gallery (fronted by Ron Wood' s brother Art Wood)
55 pts

Wolfie from the phone bank asks who was the keynote speaker for the Sixth Annual Conference
on Campus Sexual Violence?
Andrea Dworkin

35 pts

The phone slave "The Other One" asks: In a Simpson' s episode spoofing the Bealle' s story, Apu,
Barney, Principal Skinner and Homer were all singing as part of a musical group. Please give us
their group' s name.
(The) B Sharps

75 pts

Starbase (with the help of Nature & Mugsy Hampster) would like to know the first song that the
Hamsters ever made.
Mission: Trivia

20 pis

Z-man would like to ask the trivia teams, as of January 25 th 2001 , what local public access show
saw it's 410th (four hundred tenth) taping?
"The Gary Zimmerman Show"

30 pts

Pogomoithoin inquires: Who has provided the voice for Tony the Tiger as well as the Grinch?
Thur! Ravenscroft

10 pts

Reuben would like to know what three sports make up the Minnesota Border to Border
Triathalon?
Biking
Running
Canoeing

Visual Trivia

#1

The Rules

Student Duties

Students must:
1. Obey their Teacher

1. No Talking

2. Sit Straight

2. No Laughing

3. Be Quiet

3. No Whispering

4. Pay Attention

4. No Gum Chewing

5. Do Homework

5. No Late Homework

6. Salute the Headmistress

6. No Running In Halls

7. Raise hand for Questions

7. No Pigtails

8. Arrive on Time

8. No Eating

9. Dress Properly

9. No Coloring

IO.Obey the Headmistress

10. No Praying

I I.Animals in Cages

11. No Playing

12.Report All Idle Talk

12. No Daydreaming
13.No Fun
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Visual Trivia #9
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Visual Trivia
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Best of Luck Trivia Teams 2001Hugs ana Kisses-

Night of the living Trivia
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